


The law of independent assortment 
states that each pair of alleles 
segregates independently of each 
other pair of alleles (alleles of  
different genes) during gamete 
formation.  
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Dihybrid Cross 
A breeding experiment that tracks the 
inheritance of two traits. 

Mendel’s “Law of Independent 
Assortment” 
a. Each pair of alleles segregates 
independently during gamete formation 

b. Formula:  2n (n = # of heterozygotes) 
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How many gametes will be produced 

for the following allele 
arrangements? 

 

 

 
  1. AaBbCCDd 

 
  2. MmNnOoPPQQRrssTtQq 

Question: 









There are four grain phenotypes in the above ear of genetic corn: Purple & 
Smooth (A), Purple & Shrunken (B), Yellow & Smooth (C) and Yellow & 
Shrunken (D). These four grain phenotypes are produced by the following 
two pairs of heterozygous genes (P & p and S & s) located on two pairs of 
homologous chromosomes (each gene on a separate chromosome): 

Dominant Genes            Recessive Genes            

P = Purple  p = Yellow  

S = Smooth  s = Shrunken 



Dihybrid vs Monohybrid 

Dihybrid Cross - crossing parents 
who differ in two traits (AAEE 
with aaee) 

Monohybrid Cross - crossing 
parents who differ in only one 
trait (AA with aa) 



A mating between an individual of unknown 
genotype and a homozygous recessive 
individual.  

AaBb  X  aabb                                                    

Phenotype ratio will be :1:1:1:1 
 

Home work: 
Write the composition of the Genotype and 
its ratio to the previous example in a 
table. And check the ratio phenotype? 



* What is the genotype of the white 
flowers? 
* What is the phenotype of the 
genotype RR? 
* What is the type of gametes in the 
following genotype Aa BB? 




